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International law firm BCLP advised Luxco, Inc., a leading branded beverage alcohol company

across various categories, in its acquisition by MGP Ingredients, Inc. (Nasdaq: MGPI). The

transaction, comprising an enterprise value of $475 million, was signed on Jan. 25 and is expected

to close in the first half of 2021.

Luxco generated approximately $202 million in net revenues last year, and provides MGP

Ingredients with an established platform of extensive operational capabilities and a comprehensive

national sales footprint with a portfolio of higher-value branded-spirit brands. The acquisition will

boost MGP Ingredients’ scale and market position in the branded-spirits sector. 

Luxco was advised by a BCLP deal team led by Global Corporate and Finance Transactions

Department Leader Stephanie Hosler, Partner Michael Schwartz, and Associates Jordan Buchheit

and Nick Happe. Additional deal team members included Partners Phil Wright and Jessica Edwards

(tax), Partner Randy Wang (securities), Partner Becky Nelson and Counsel Danielle Mangogna

(antitrust), Counsel Lucinda Althauser (intellectual property), Partner Joe Robertson (real estate)

and Partner Brandon Neuschafer (environmental and food regulatory).
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This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.


